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About Kangaroo Agency
We Design Strategies which transform
Businesses.
We're a Full-Stack Creative Digital
Agency founded with the motive to ReMould Businesses with Innovation at it
fullest and achieve Efficiency at it best.
Result Oriented Creative Agency with
wide range of Offerings and Premium
Clientele in masses.

We look to offer innovative solutions &
declutter the inefficiency in
businesses and achieve growth in
multiple folds.
A team of 30+ Creative Minds sitting
under a roof to help you achieve your
business goal with the help of Design,
Technology & Marketing.

Organization and Management
Sunny Singh

Govind Tripathi

Co-Founder and CEO

Head of Marketing

Shubh Panda

Vishnu Tiwari

Head of Technology

Head of People

Anshika Seth

Shivam Mishra

Head of Social

Chief Developer

Company Summary

MISSION AND
VISION
Our mission & vision is to create sustainable
growth environment full of innovation &
opportunities.

Mission
To innovate, accelerate &
reflect the authenticity of
businesses and transit in an
everchanging era.

Vision
To reach every finger-tip of the
world with Creative & Innovative
Solutions for our Clientele and
create Sustainable environment
for Innovation & Creativity.
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Our Offerings
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WHAT
KANGAROO'S DO?
300%

50%

increase annual footprints

increase in annual

via offline or online modes

revenues.

30%
decline in annual
operational expenses.

These are not some random numbers, these
are the growth metrics of our clientele.
We strategies your next business move for the
most optimum and efficient growth that could
be achieved.
Services

WE THINK WITH YOU
01.

Innovation Strategy
What separates the best from the rest? A
world-class innovation system that is strategyled, internally consistent, and adaptable
enough to drive serial success through an
ongoing innovation journey.

02.

Digital Product Strategy
We help you de-risk what can be a huge
investment. We concentrate on the “why” and
the “what” up front before you ever get to the
“how” of the technical solution. Then we help
you build the right thing for the right
audience.

Our Offerings

HOW WE DO?
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03.

Technology Architecture
Research and insights: to understand your
market, your buyers, your users, and the
landscape of all those players
Vision definition and design: to establish your
north star
Strategic planning and prioritization: to
establish the right features first, ready for
validation
Strategic design: with user experience
expertise that understands and works with
development
Brand skills: that help establish visual identity
and name that tells the right business story
Foundational positioning and messaging: so
that people understand your product and why
they should be using it
Go-to-market strategy: that takes your
product out to the world the right way
Go-to-organization strategy: that helps your
internal teams understand what you’re doing
and why

We incorporate the latest trends to help you
plan and deliver a strong foundation for your
organization with "which" and "why" questions
at top. We ensure Scalability and Performance
for users.

04.

Information Architecture
We focus on looking at what you want to do
with your site and planning before any
cosmetic design begins. Working with this
solid foundation ensures that you can test
design against specific success criteria and
develop experiences that are closer to your
user’s needs.

Our Offerings
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Services

WE ENVISION WITH YOU
01.

03.

UX/UI Design

Packaging & Label Design

We bring Human centered design for Digital
tools to Empower your Business.
We believe excellent Designs are Experienced
not seen. Being it Web or App we master all of
it.

We provide an exhaustive suite of packaging
design services: from designing a visual
packaging system from scratch to revamping
extant packaging for newer, evolving contexts
– we do it all.
Tools/ Technologies we use:
Adobe Illustrator
Inkscape
Affinity Designer
CorelDraw
Graphic Design Studio

Tools/ Technologies we use:
Figma
Sketch
InVision Studio
Adobe XD
Webflow
Adobe Photoshop
Adobe Illustrator
Adobe InDesign

02.

Brand Identity Design
we’ve developed an approach that results in
professional, stand-out brand designs which
build trust. We make sure the identity works
well in the online environment and is visually
consistent across all mediums.
Brand strategy
Brand equity audit
Audience analysis
Competitive review
Strategic direction
Brand identity
Visual positioning
Visual identity system
Icon & illustration guides
Brand application
Communication strategy
Verbal identity
Tagline exploration
Communication style guide

Our Offerings
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Services

WE BUILD WITH YOU
01.

08.

Full-stack Enterprise
Software Development

Software tools development

We deliver next generation enterprise
applications for web, mobile and desktops,
to streamline business processes and
enhance customer experience.

02.

Website Development
We develop websites with superior
performance and which converts prospects
into buyers, Our tailored made webapps are
lighting fast and amazingly beautiful.

03.

Mobile App Development
Bespoke, agile Solution to convert your idea
into a Product which user will love. our
Approach and Methodology are crisp and
structured to give the most prominent output.
We also Provide

04.

Back-end development
05.

API development
06.

Blockchain development
07.

Data science

09.

Security software development
10.

Cloud computing development
11.

Video game development
12.

Embedded systems development

Our Offerings
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Services

WE PROMOTE WITH YOU
01.

05.

SOCIAL MEDIA
MARKETING

E-COMMERCE MARKETING

Social media marketing is a critical
element in staying connected with your
audience. Working independently of, or
side-by-side with you, we help keep your
social community engaged.

02.

PAY PER CLICK – PPC

Getting found on Amazon/ Flipkart is not easy!
Competition is fierce and thick. We'll help your
products get found in this massive
marketplace.

06.

CONVERSION
OPTIMIZATION

While SEO offers long-term growth,
sometimes you need an immediate boost.
OUR PPC campaign ensures that the money
you spend is put to the very best possible use.

Turn more site visitors into customers! Our
experts utilize the latest Conversion
Optimization techniques to help increase the
percentage of passive website visitors into
active users.

03.

06.

CONTENT WRITING

Online Reputation Management
(ORM)

Our content writers know Search Engine
Optimization and create great marketing copy,
designed to be informative and compelling,
pushing your business objectives.

Your reputation is everything. Our team of
experts can help protect and enhance your
reputation online for tangible, long-term
results.

04.

VIDEO PRODUCTION

06.

There is no more powerful way to get your
message across than through video. Engage
your audience by telling your story and
sharing your mission.

Email Marketing
We create personalized email newsletters to
keep your emails out of spam folders and
encourage your customers to take your
desired action.

Our Process
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PROCESS
Our rigorous research methodologies, both
qualitative and quantitative, uncover the
insights and data that enable the creation of
great brands.
Building a brand doesn’t happen overnight.
It happens over time by communicating a
consistent message and then consistently
delivering on the promise the message
conveys time and again.
Brand identity is the collection of all elements
that a company creates to portray the right
image to its consumer. Brand identity is
different from “brand image” and “branding,”
even though these terms are sometimes
treated as interchangeable.
A website gives you a platform to connect
with your customers and give out information
about your brand. A well-maintained
professional website for your brand is a half
battle won in terms of marketing. A brand
website not only brings more trust to the
company but also gives legitimacy to your
business.
Developing a successful brand strategy for
your brand requires you to conduct research
that will help you create an effective
positioning and target demographics to build
up a successful customer base. This initial
research will create the baseline you can
springboard from for the rest of your brand
strategy.

Phase 1
BRAND RESEARCH

Phase 2
BRAND PLANNING

Phase 3
BRAND IDENTITY DESIGN

Phase 4
UI/ UX DESIGN

Phase 5
UX TESTING

Phase 6
DEVELOPMENT

Phase 7
WEBSITE/ APP TESTING

Phase 8
MARKETING RESEARCH

Phase 9
RUN MARKETING CAMPAIGNS

Phase 10
REPEAT SUCCESSFULL
CAMPAIGNS

What we do all day long
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Portfolio

TRADxAI.com

Pallchase.org

Giftish.co
Shiksharthi.com

GauravPaperConvertors.com

Challanges

The Outcome

Providing the right stuff & more importantly at the
right place is the biggest challenge for website
developers like us; we always like to outdo
ourselves. With brief reviews and advice from the
client, it gets a bit blurry but then that is what is
the motto of "Kangaroo Agency" to cater the best
of all to its clients. Regularly monitoring the
mechanism of price up-gradation was the prime
challenge to ensure that neither the client nor
their customers face any issue in demanding what
they want, but we put our souls into accomplishing
even this small little feat.

It is a popular saying that you need 10,000
dedicated hours to master a skill. But we as a team
believe that even a 1,000 hours spent collectively
as a team is worth the same. With our client's
cooperation & utter patience, we were able to
deliver the best we ever could until that time. We
have seen Giftish grown upto an extent where our
clients aspired it to & even accomplishing more.
Here at Kangaroo Agency, we believe it is the
outcome that is our best teacher in the world,
helping us to improve bit by bit everyday.

What we do all day long
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Agriasha.org
BlackFoxSecurityGH.com

Highaf.org

CapsNCans.com

Logo Designs

Our Esteemed Backbone

CLIENTELE
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The Backbone Support us
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TESTIMONIALS
We had an amazing experience working with
team Kangaroo. They not only design but
create a great experience.

The team at Kangaroo delivered a quality
solution within a tight deadline. They’re
reliable and dedicated. Their commitment
supplemented their professional management
style.

TANAY CHOTANI
CEO TRAVELXP

ALEX PERRIE

REBELLIOUS FASHION – ECOMMERCE

Kangaroo Agency is a reliable, tech savvy and
creative group to work with. Their creative
insights, combined with superb technical
capabilities make them a great team. I would
recommend Kangaroo team without
hesitation.

A very professional and innovative team with
great technical know how and capabilities .
much recommended team for Enterprise
grade software development. many thanks to
the team.

RICHARD SANCHEZ
KAMLESH DIXIT

CEO, ZAMP TECHNOLOGIES

INDIA HEAD AT DELOITTE

Kangaroo Agency followed a transparent
workflow and adapted to changes to the
project scope. The entire team was friendly
and highly skilled, making them an
outstanding partner.

BRUCE FRANCOIS

PRESIDENT, MYPURPOSE NETWORK

Kangaroo Agency has become a trusted
partner as we push the edge of innovation for
connected charging platform.
Their proven technical competency and
delivery track record made them our partner
of choice.

JAWANN SWISLOW
CIO, ALPHACHAMP

LEFT WITH A
QUESTION?
ASK US NOW!
WE ARE
AVAILABLE 24/7

CONTACT US
Phone
+91 81282 86121
+91 92651 30339

Email
hello@kangaroo.agency
Kangaroo Agency

Website
www.kangaroo.agency

